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Metsora
"Then shall the Kohain (priest)command to take for him that
is to be cleansed(the leper| two living clean birds, cedar-wood,
scarletand hyssop."r
Leprosy, in the Torah, was a punishment sent by Hashem.
It is not a natural phenomenon but a Divine visitation.2
Rasfti explains: Leprosy is also a punishment for excessive
pride; therefore the leper had to use for his purification the
wood of the tallest tree (cedar-woodland make himself humble
like a worm (tola'athl here rendered scarlet; becausethe dye
consistedof the blood of a worrn; or, the lowest plants (hyssop).
In truth, all mitzvoth require Kavanah (specific premeditated
intent for the performance of the commandmentl except for
the mitzvah of humility.The Kotzker Rebbe declared:" Kavana
in humility is itself pride!"
The problem is cognizance:how to recognize the presence
of pride. Self-evaluation is extremely difficult. Differentiation
between service to Hashem, at which one may take pride, and
appearancein the eyes of fellow man, where self-importance
is sinful, is difficult. As the Baal Shem Tov postulated: "It is
natural for a gifted man to attain pride that he scarcely is aware
of it. It is only in his intercourse with people that he realizes
how full of pride he has been. It is like a man who travels in
a stagecoachand falls asleep.The driver is to ascenda hill, after
he reaches the summit, there is a long stretch of smooth road.
When the man awakes and is told he is now on a hill, he can
hardly believe it. Only when the descent is made, does he
reaLizehow high he had been."
T}aeBelzer Rebbe remarked: "There is a true and false humility. The false by humble believes himself and all others to be
unworthy. He is worse than the one who believes himself and
all others to be worthy. The truly humble man is he who feels
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sure that he is unworthy, but that everyone else is worthier
than himself."
The Baal Shem Tov taught: Man should leam pride, and not
be proud; he should learn anger, but not feel angry. For man
should be a complete personality, possessingall human traits.
Does not the Torah picture Hashem as possessingboth justice
and mercy?"
However, the Rebbe Elimelech of Lizensk counseled: ,,The
top of the ladder leading to perfection is humility. He who has
it, has everything else."
A man cannot attain f.ear of Hashem except through meekness and through disdain of worldliness. As Rebbe Yisroel
Yitzchok of Alexander said: "We read at the conclusion of the
Shmoneh Esrai prayer: 'Let my soul (nafshi)be unto all as the
dust. Open my heart to your Torah.'This teachesus that the
lowly alone can truly understand the Torah."
Furthermore, "If you are of small account in your own eyes,
you have ascendedto a position of holiness, ,, saidRebbe Moshe
Leib Sassover.
Our Rabbis declared says the Sforno, that since leprosy was
a punishment for slander, the offering consisted of birds which
twitter. The Kohain was required to offer for the leper a ,,guiltoffering," which is a class of sacrificial offerings brought when
one trespassedin connection with holy things. By being slanderous and haughty and in consequence being smitten with leprosy, he had offended against what was holy. This interconnection is clearly seenwhen Rabbi Yehoshua ben Levi set humility
above all else, as the surest means of guarding against the evil
tongue.3
The Riziner Rebbe once declared: "I dislike the man who is
like snow: at first white and pure; later, muddy and soiled.,,
The haughty and the arrogant fill their mind with selfishness,
leaving no room for holiness. Then ignorance, or even worse
superficiality and shallowness, dominate the individual's
actions.
A clue as to how to discern the proper demonstration of a
spirit of humility was given by the Gercr Rebbe who said:
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"Every Yid possessessome good trait, pleasingunto Hashem, but
no one of us is able to diagnosehimself adequatelyto discover
which trait it is. You may be sure that the qualities which
bring you to self-satisfaction are not those which Hashem
approvesin you!"
The medical prescription to heal pride is Torah. The antibiotic for slander is the study of Torah in a Shul. As the Mezefitzer
Maggid explained the Talmudical dictum:a ,The Torah is a
spice to the Evil Impulse (Yetzer Horah),.,,Likespice, the Torah
makes our impulses palatable by forcing the naturally evil urge
into the service of the good."
Lesson: Those of us who believe we are smarter than others
(probably true), those who are more proficient and industrious
than others, those of us with staggeringgenius...mustbecome
more humble and tolerant of others less blessedthan us...we
should not loath the common people, lust after power and
venomously revile our leaders. We should not be completely
self-centered. We should have ordinary human kindness ana
tolerance. While there are those of us who have brilliance,
intellect and all sort of things like that...we should also be
willing to admit greatness in others. That is what Torah is.
That is, then, what life is.
FOOTNOTES
l. Vayikra 14:4
2. lbnEzra. Rambam Hilchoth Tumat-Tzoraas 16:10
3. Avoda Zora2Ob
4. Kiddushin 30b
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